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Welcome to San DIego!

Co-Chairs, SexCon 2011 

monica rodriguez and 

Christopher White

What is    
 Sexcon?
SexCon is an idea and a movement. 
Borrowing from the world-renowned 
and heavily attended, Comic-Con held 
annually in San Diego, we hoped to 
bring a similar spirit to the Annual 
AASECT Conference and create an 
atmosphere and experience that is 
Creative, Dynamic, and Interactive. Our 
vision was to create a conference that 
incorporates the ideas of the DIY (do-it-
yourself), Green, and Craft movements; 
movements that encourage individual 
and community collaboration, creativity, 
and social change. 

Over the course of the next few days, you 
will have the opportunity to participate 
in some amazing workshops, hear some 
groundbreaking plenary talks and 
network, interact, and learn from your 
peers, a group of awe-inspiring sexuality 
educators, counselors and therapists. Over 
the weekend, we encourage you to explore, 

be playful, and take risks; be surprised by 
what you experience. 

Over the course of the past nine months, 
we have collaborated with an incredible 
team that has worked hard and diligently 
to put together a strong program, all 
the while keeping in mind what we 
ultimately wanted this conference to 
be — a transformative conference that 
will provide AASECT members with 
tools, knowledge and experiences to 
be better, more inclusive and further 
reaching in our work. We wanted to 
create something that would be fun and 
joyful as well as thought-provoking and 
informative. As co-chairs, we strove to 
create an atmosphere that allows for free 
and constructive exchange of ideas and 
an opportunity to engage in the process 
of not only becoming better educators, 
counselors and therapists but also better 
human beings. 

Enjoy SexCon 2011: Creative. Dynamic. 
Interactive. Have fun. Celebrate. And 
Create Change.
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 8:30 am – 5:00 pm registration and Information marina f & g

 6:00 pm – 10:00 pm Pre–conference Sar Workshop (part 1) marina D & e

 8:00 am – 7:30 pm registration and Information marina f & g
 8:30 am – 12:30 pm Pre-conference Workshops see page 6
 9:00 am – 5:00 pm aaSecT Board of Directors’ meeting mission Hills
12:30 pm – 1:30 pm Lunch (on your own) 
 1:30 pm – 5:30 pm Pre-conference Workshops see page 6
 5:30 pm – 6:15 pm  Student & first-timers’ meeting Santa rosa
 6:30 pm – 7:00 pm volunteer Training Santa rosa 

 7:00 pm – 9:00 pm PaTrIcIa ScHILLer aaSecT founDer PLenary:  
  Past Victories But Future Perils 
  Sarah Weddington, JD marina D & e

 9:00 pm – 11:00 pm  Welcome reception  
   (Sponsored by Adam & Eve) Seaview

 7:00 am – 8:30 am continental Breakfast marina f & g
 7:00 am – 8:00 am Tantric meditation coronado
 8:00 am – 6:00 pm exhibit Hall open marina f & g
 7:15 am – 8:15 am aaSecT certification meeting Laguna/Leucadia/oceanside
 8:00 am – 5:00 pm registration and Information marina f & g
 8:30 am – 10:30 am concurrent Workshops see page 10
10:30 am – 10:45 am Break marina f & g
10:45 am – 11:45 am concurrent Workshops see page 10
11:45 am – 12:00 pm Break marina f & g
12:00 pm – 1:45 pm Lunch (on your own) 
 1:45 pm – 3:45 pm concurrent Workshops see page 10
 3:45 pm – 4:00 pm Break marina f & g

 4:00 pm – 5:00 pm  PLenary SeSSIon: 
Contours of Cripsex: Exploring  
Disability and Sexuality 
Bethany Stevens, JD, ma marina D & e

 5:00 pm – 5:30 pm Town Hall Business meeting marina D & e
 5:30 pm – 6:30 pm Special Interest group (SIg) meetings coronado/Torrance/ 

    rancho Las Palmas/ 
Laguna/Leucadia

 6:30 pm  Dinner (on your own) 

conference agenda
wed 
4.27

thu 
4.28

fri
4.29
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 7:00 am – 8:30 am Breakfast marina f & g
 7:00 am – 8:00 am Tantric meditation coronado
 7:30 am – 6:00 pm exhibit Hall open marina f & g
 8:00 am – 5:00 pm registration and Information marina f & g
 8:30 am – 9:30 am WHIPPLe famILy PLenary: 

  Why Women Have Sex 
  cindy meston, PhD marina D & e

 9:30 am – 9:45 am Break marina f & g
 9:45 am – 11:45 am concurrent Workshops see page 17
11:45 am – 12:00 pm Break marina f & g
12:00 pm – 2:00 pm awards Luncheon marriott Hall 1-2-3
 2:00 pm – 2:15 pm Break marina f & g
 2:15 pm – 4:15 pm concurrent Workshops see page 17
 4:15 pm – 4:30 pm Break marina f & g
 4:30 pm – 6:00 pm Poster Session marina f & g
 5:30 pm – 6:30 pm regional meetings  Point Loma/oceanside/ Leucadia/

Laguna/Warner center/Torrance/
rancho Las Palmas/newport  
Beach/Los angeles

 6:30 pm – 7:00 pm Break (on your own) 
 7:00 pm – 10:00 pm Bill Stayton Roast  

  (cash bar, ticket required) Seaview

 7:00 am – 8:30 am Breakfast marina f & g
 7:00 am – 8:00 am Tantric meditation coronado
 7:30 am – 8:15 am Interfaith Service carlsbad
 8:00 am – 12:00 pm registration and Information marina f & g
 8:30 am – 10:30 am concurrent Workshops see page 21
10:30 am – 10:45 am Break marina f & g

10:45 am – 12:15 pm  cLoSIng PLenary: 
  Female Sexuality 

  Irwin goldstein, mD marina D & e

12:15 pm – 1:30 pm Break 
 1:30 pm – 2:30 pm  Wrap-up meeting & Look Toward  

2012 conference marina D & e 

conference agenda
sat 

4.30

sun
5.1

The Silent auction is located in Del mar room and is open at the following 
times during the conference. Please make sure you stop by to bid on the items.

Thursday, 5:45 pm – 6:45 pm, 9:00 pm – 10:00 pm
friday, 11:45 am – 1:45 pm, 5:00 pm – 6:30 pm
Saturday, 11:45 am – 2:15 pm, 4:15 pm – 5:00 pm

The Silent  
auction
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wednesday april 27 

6:00–10:00pm

SExuAl ATTiTudE  
rEASSESSmEnT (SAr) 4CE marina d & E

Presenter: Jose Nanin, EdD, MCHES 
The SAR will provide a process-oriented learning 

opportunity with interactive lecture, media, experiential 
methods, activities and small group discussions. 

The primary objective of the SAR is to give participants 
the opportunity to explore their attitudes, values, feelings 
and beliefs about sexuality and how this influences their 
professional interactions. 

The SAR is not intended to be a traditional academic 
experience to disseminate cognitive information, nor 
is it psychotherapy directed toward the resolution of 
personal problems. 

The SAR presents a highly personal, internal exploration, 
different for each participant. Small group discussions have 
demonstrated efficacy in achieving this self-exploration and 
awareness and are essential to the SAR process. 

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 2 day 
workshop, participants should be able to improve client 
and patient outcomes by being able to: identify aspects of 
the wide spectrum of human sexual arousal and behavior 
as these relate to their attitudes, values, feelings and beliefs 
regarding these behaviors including topics of comfort and 
discomfort; employ an increased personal comfort level 
when addressing and discussing a wide range of sexual topics 
encountered by the educator, counselor or therapist; describe 
basic elements of sexual anatomy and functioning and ways 
to alleviate sexual dysfunction; list some of the ingredients 
of positive and healthy sexuality; describe the positive and 
negative power of masturbation; describe key ingredients 
to healthy intimate relationships and the basic elements of 
safer sex and sexual health care; describe alternative lifestyles 
and behaviors; describe how culture and sexual identity 
intersect; describe the relationship between spirituality and 
sexual health; apply non-judgmental and respectful attitudes 
toward others and describe how attitudes, values, feelings, 
beliefs and sexual behaviors of others differ from those of 
the SAR participant; identify areas in which one may assume 
that personal attitudes, values, feelings and beliefs about 
particular aspects of sexuality are “scientific facts” rather than 
one’s own thoughts; explain how understanding the above 
issues (covered over the course of both days) contribute 
to the ethical implementation of sexuality education, 
counseling/therapy, and research.  

thursday april 28 

8:30am–12:30pm
SExuAl ATTiTudE  
rEASSESSmEnT 4CE marina d & E 
(continued)  

Wiring SEx Ed: uSing onlinE TEChnologiES 
To ProvidE SExuAl hEAlTh And SExuAliTy 
SErviCES To youTh And AdulTS 4CE leucadia

Presenters: Cory Silverberg, MEd

This workshop will cover all aspects of providing 
sex education using online technology such as blogs, 
discussion communities, static websites, mobile 
communication and other tools. Issues that will be 
addressed are: conceptualizing curriculum; identifying, 
targeting and reaching audiences; ethics and 
boundaries; relationship of content to form; financial 
issues; networking and self-care when working in 
sexuality online.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify key 
similarities and differences between online and offline 
sex education service provision; recognize the major 
providers of online sex education, who they are, who 
they serve, and what distinguishes one from the other; 
describe the multiple platforms currently utilized by 
online sex educators; prepare a framework for developing 
online curriculum or a plan for online education 
targeting specific populations and content areas; identify 
the ethical issues when developing and delivering sex 
education online; prepare an outline of various financial 
models of sex education provision online; establish 
and maintain online networks for support and peer 
supervision; evaluate their online sex education tied to 
their personal objectives

ThE STATE oF ThE ArT oF SEx  
ThErAPy SuPErviSion 4CE Pacific

Presenters: Gretchen Fincke, LCSW, and  
Stephen L. Braveman, LMFT, DST

This workshop offers sexuality therapist candidates 
and sexuality supervisor candidates an opportunity 
to participate in group supervision. The goal of the 
workshop is professional development through 
enhancement of skills and the continuation of education 

pre-conference workshops
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pre-conference workshops
and training in sex therapy and supervision. Each 
participant is asked to present a current case in which 
the focus of treatment is psychosexual problems. Each 
participant must already be in the process of certification 
and be working actively under supervision. Credit is 
limited to eight hours. 

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify one 
supervisory technique to improve treatment skills;  
identify two strengths in clinical approach and clinical 
growth that were revealed by participating in the 
workshop; identify the benefits of supervision and the 
problems associated with long-distance supervision; 
identify two ethical concerns and boundary issues that 
may arise in the course of sex therapy.

ASPErgEr’S/high-FunCTioning AuTiSm: 
rECognizing iT in your CliEnTS  
And imPliCATionS For TrEATmEnT  
in SEx ThErAPy 4CE Point loma

Presenters: Shellie Selove, LPC, LMFT, AASECT-
CST, and Ramon Selove 

Have you ever had a sex therapy client that seemed 
kind of quirky, unusual, or eccentric, but pretty smart 
and just didn’t seem to understand the most basic 
principles of relationships? Learning to recognize 
people with high-functioning autism (Asperger’s) and 
learning how to adapt your therapeutic interventions 
to the special challenges they face can vastly improve 
the outcomes of sex therapy. Learn how to better serve 
this surprisingly common group of disabled adults. Case 
examples are shared.  

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: recognize at least 
two important characteristics of high-functioning 
autism that have an impact on sexuality; explain how 
autistic traits can have a positive impact on relationships; 
recognize at least one client in their current or past sex 
therapy caseload who shows some symptoms (even if 
undiagnosable) of high-functioning autism; describe at 
least two new approaches or strategies.

12:30–1:30pm   lunCh BrEAk  

 
1:30–5:30pm 

SExuAl ATTiTudE  
rEASSESSmEnT 4CE marina d & E 
(continued) 

ThE STATE oF ThE ArT oF SEx ThErAPy 
SuPErviSion 4CE Pacific  
 

AuTiSTiC SExuAliTy: nEuroPhySiology, 
SExuAl dEvEloPmEnT And SEx  
EduCATion in high-FunCTioning AuTiSm 
4CE Point loma

Presenters: Ramon Selove and Shellie Selove, LPC, 
LMFT, AASECT-CST

The aspies have always been among us but, in recent 
years, there has been an explosion in knowledge of 
(and diagnosis of) high-functioning autism (Asperger’s 
Syndrome). At the same time, new research into 
neurophysiology and especially the role of oxytocin 
reveals new insights into autism and sexuality. In this 
workshop participants learn about the surprising overlap 
between the neurophysiology of autism and sexuality. 
In the process, participants gain knowledge that they 
can incorporate into their own human sexuality classes. 
At the same time, increased understanding of autism 
helps participants to more effectively reach out to high-
functioning autistic students, clients and patients. Don’t 
think you have any? Think again! 

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: review the basics 
of oxytocin physiology and the connection between 
oxytocin and high-functioning autism; describe 
how high-functioning autism can impact sexual 
development; identify how education in human 
sexuality can prevent problems (e.g., sexual offences) 
and promote healthy sexuality in the high-functioning 
autistic population; identify at least two new strategies 
to use in the classroom setting to more effectively engage 
students with high-functioning autism.
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1:30–5:30pm 

SEx EduCATion CAn ChAngE ThE  
World: diSmAnTling SoCiAl  
inEquAliTiES Through SoCiAl  
JuSTiCE SExuAliTy EduCATion 4CE Solana

Presenter: Marlene Pray, MEd
This workshop is for educators & sexuality 

professionals interested in exploring issues of social 
justice (racism, sexism, ageism, classism, ablism, LGBTQ 
oppression) that interfere with effective sexuality 
education. Social inequalities play a devastating role in 
sexual health disparities; yet most sexuality professionals 
are not trained nor are curricula and sexual health 
approaches inclusive of important anti-racist, anti-sexist, 
LGBTQ empowering and social justice approaches. We 
will explore these issues in an interactive workshop and 

leave with new insights and a powerful group exercise 
that can be replicated in classrooms and other sexuality 
education settings. 

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: describe three key 
components of social justice education and how these 
relate to teaching about sexuality; create an activity 
on social justice issues in a sexuality education setting 
by adapting the lesson plan covered in the workshop; 
integrate social justice to increase the practice of 
incorporating social justice and social change into 
sexuality education work; recognize the connection of 
the connections between racism, LGBTQ oppression, 
ageism, ablism, and classism by listing concrete links 
these mainstream/marginalized groups share.

thursday april 28 7:00–9:00pm 1.5CE marina d & E

PAST viCToriES BuT FuTurE PErilS
a historical perspective on what is happening to women’s issues — and where we are right now.

SArAh WEddingTon, Jd

Moderator: ginger helen bush, lcsw, lMft, dst

Sarah Weddington, nationally known attorney and spokesperson on public issues, won 
the landmark u.S. Supreme court case Roe v. Wade in January 1973, which guarantees 
women the choice to terminate a pregnancy. In 1972, she was the first woman elected 
from austin to the Texas House of representatives, where she served three terms and 
helped reform the state’s rape statutes, passed a pregnancy leave bill for teachers and 

led successful efforts to block all anti-abortion legislation. as assistant to President Jimmy carter from 
1978 to 1981, she helped select women for federal judiciary and other appointments. During that 
period, she was co-chair of the 1980 u.S. delegation to the united nations mid-Decade conference 
on Women in copenhagen. Dr. Weddington is a founding member of the nonprofit foundation for 
Women’s resources, which focuses on leadership training and opportunities for women, and a former 
president of naraL Pro-choice america. She is the recipient of innumerable prestigious awards and 
media tributes in recognition of her leadership on women’s rights issues and development of women’s 
leadership skills. Dr. Weddington received a J.D. degree from the university of Texas School of Law in 
1967. She currently is an adjunct professor at the university of Texas at austin.

learning objectives: upon completion of the session, participants should be able to improve 
client/patient outcomes by being able to: chronicle the history of the modern women’s rights movement; 
recognize the advances women have made at all levels of society; assess the challenges that remain.

thursday april 28 

patricia schiller founder aasect plenary 
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welcome reception
thursday april 28 9:00–11:00pm Seaview

WElComE rECEPTion

following the opening Plenary

Please join us at the opening reception in honor of new attendees, new members, 
past presidents and all who contribute to the field of sexuality.

Sarah Weddington, JD will be on hand to sign copies of her book, A Question of 
Choice, available for purchase for $20 only at the reception. cash only.

Sponsored by
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friday april 29 

8:30–9:30am 

PuT ThE Fun BACk inTo SExuAl  
FunCTion: hoW PoSiTivE PSyChology  
CAn EnhAnCE ThE SEx FiEld 1CE Carlsbad

Presenter: Jennifer Gunsaullus, PhD
moderator: Anna Randall, DHS, MSW, MPH
Most sex experts would argue that sex makes us 

happier, but can being happier help us have better 
sex? The field of positive psychology offers substantial 
research on the power of positivity to help people 
flourish, which can then improve sex and relationships, 
creating a powerful positive feedback loop. This 
presentation describes the latest positive psychology 
research; explains how it enhances the field of sexuality 
and relationship education, counseling and therapy; and 
offers practical tools to apply immediately.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: describe how happiness 
can improve sex and relationships with three scientifically 
proven ways to bring more positivity into a person’s life.

rElATionShiP And SExuAliTy  
TrAining SuPPorT For AdulTS  
WiTh inTEllECTuAl diSABiliiTy 1CE Cardiff

Presenter: Mary Rita Weller, EdD, MSW
moderator: Stephanie Buehler, MPW, PsyD, CST
Adults with intellectual disability are often neglected 

when it comes to addressing their relationship and 
sexual needs. These needs are often overlooked during 
childhood and adolescent years because of limited access 
to correct information in regard to relationships and 
sexuality. Most of these individuals learn about sexuality 
through popular media without having peer, parental or 
teacher input; therefore, they may have a severely skewed 
understanding about these topics and may encounter 
dangerous and/or damaging situations. Over the past 
10 years, Weller has implemented various educational 
techniques to train people with intellectual disability 
in group settings. Simultaneously, Weller runs groups 
for the people who support these individuals, including 
family members, staff, other caregivers, case managers 
and other various stakeholders, to keep them informed 
and involved with the process.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: develop and 
implement training groups addressing relationships and 
sexuality topics for adults with intellectual disability.

8:30–10:30am 

FEATurES oF Enduring dESirE And 
SATiSFying CouPlE SEx 2CE marina d & E

Presenter: Ginger Helen Bush, LCSW, LMFT, DST
moderator: Tracey Post, MSW
What are the creative features of relationship and sexual 

satisfaction? Research and clinical experience yield 12 core 
dimensions for lifelong quality relationship and sexual 
satisfaction; e.g., realistic expectations; positive valuing 
of sex; gender cooperation; new models of female desire; 
variability, flexibility, and regular sex; multiple purposes 
and styles of arousal; blending sex into real life and real life 
into sex; mature playfulness; and special meanings.  

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: describe the 
components of the integrative, biopsychosocial approach 
to individual and couple quality sexual health over the 
life-cycle; identify 12 features of the “Good-Enough Couple 
Sex” model for life-long quality sexual satisfaction.

ThE Joy oF SEx: EduCATion For  
mid And lATEr liFE 2CE Point loma

Presenter: Peggy Brick, MEd
moderator: Roger Tolle
The Sexuality and Aging Consortium at Widener 

University pioneers an effort to create a cultural change 
that overcomes ageism and promotes the sexual rights 
and health of people in mid-life and beyond. This 
workshop prepares sexuality professionals to join this 
new sexual revolution. This workshop discusses results of 
the first-ever research assessing the impact of sexuality 
education for older adults and demonstrates a variety of 
successful strategies used during the research. 

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: describe the impact of 
a 12-session sexuality course on older adults as reported in 
qualitative research; describe five key concepts important 
in developing sex-positive curricula for older adults.

conference workshops
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hoW hormonES And nEuroTrAnSmiTTErS 
imPACT SExuAl FunCTion: CoordinATing 
TESTing, EvAluATion & TrEATmEnT mEThodS 
BETWEEn mEdiCAl And non-mEdiCAl 
PrACTiTionEr 2CE Santa rosa

Presenters: Mark K. Malan, PhD, MPH, DACS, and 
Colette Malan, MSW, LCSW

moderator: Joan Sughrue, MEd, RN
The function of hormones and neurotransmitters are 

an essential component of the biopsychosocial model 
of sexuality. This session demonstrates to sexuality 
professionals how sexual function is dependant on healthy 
hormonal balance. Following a review of hormone basics, 
attendees learn how labs test for hormone balance and 
utilize results in practical clinical diagnosis, treatment 
and research applications. Sexuality case examples 
are reviewed with suggestions on how to coordinate 
between medical and non-medical professionals to offer 
comprehensive sexuality health care services.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: describe basic 
functions of hormones and neurotransmitters relevant 
to sexuality; employ hormone testing for evaluation and 
treatment of sexuality concerns.

EroTiC rECovEry AFTEr inFidEliTy: 
Working WiTh CouPlES on AFFAir rEPAir 
uSing SEx ThErAPy And imAgo ThErAPy 
inTErvEnTion 2CE mission hills

Presenter: Tammy Nelson, PhD
moderator: Katherine Forsythe, MSW
Infidelity is an erotic injury to a relationship and must 

be repaired through step-by-step erotic recovery in order 
for a committed partnership to move forward. It is crucial 
that therapists have accurate diagnostic and treatment skills 
for sex therapy and couples treatment. This presentation 
guides participants through a clearly identified process with 
three phases of erotic recovery to create a new vision for 
couples who choose to stay together after infidelity.  

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify three phases 
of dialogue of erotic recovery in couples choosing to 
stay together after infidelity; create a spectrum of erotic 
identity to use for  improving diagnostic skills for sex 
therapy and couples treatment.

AlChEmy oF EnlighTEnEd  
SExuAliTy 2CE Solana

Presenter: Lisa Apramian, PhD
moderator: Catherine Ravella, PhD
A shamanic medicine journey as a woman shares her 

sexual experiences from her earliest childhood memories 
through cronehood. Through Tantra and Taoism, 
Apramian shares her ability to transform sexuality from a 
disempowering, perverse misguided activity. She reveals 
her evolutionary pathway from curious, traumatic, 
promiscuous, abstinent, reintegrated and celebrated. The 
film weaves her memoirs as circumstance becomes her 
opportunity to ethically experiment with sexual energy and 
wield and channel sexual medicine to heal and awaken 
herself, her clients, partners, parents, teens and humanity.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify the sexual 
rites of passage Apramian renegotiated over her lifespan 
and the methods civilizations have used to control sexual 
arousal; identify the sexual energy medicine methods 
and spiritual practices Apramian uses to heal herself and 
others over her lifespan and their impact.

9:30–10:30am 

inTEgrAl SEx EduCATion 1CE Carlsbad

Presenter: Emily Ann Baratta, MA
moderator: Anna Randall, DHS, MSW, MPH
The presentation introduces integral theory as 

applied to sex education. Participants learn to combine 
subjective, cultural, scientific and systemic approaches to 
sexuality education. Integral sex education is important 
because it allows room for varied personal, religious 
and political viewpoints to arise on controversial sexual 
topics, while maintaining the importance of objective 
inquiry. Participants learn to apply a basic integral 
framework to their area of expertise.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to:  describe a sex 
education topic, such as abortion, from subjective, 
cultural, objective, and systemic perspectives.

conference workshops
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rEThinking ThE mEdiCAl PArAdigm: 
AddrESSing SExuAliTy WiTh PhySiCAlly 
ChAllEngEd CliEnTS 1CE Cardiff

Presenter: Michelle Zuccarini, MSN
moderator: Stephanie Buehler, MPW, PsyD, CST
In the treatment of disabled individuals, healthcare 

providers have traditionally perceived sexuality as 
a peripheral concern. Training programs have been 
developed to provide healthcare practitioners with 
appropriate knowledge, training and skills to manage the 
sexuality needs of disabled clients. However, this training 
is not always a requirement. This workshop reviews 
current literature and relevant studies that explore 
and address the lack of sexuality education provided 
to medical professionals and, in turn, by medical 
professionals to their disabled clients.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify the causes 
and effects of failing to address sexuality as a component 
of the holistic treatment of the physically disabled client 
as demonstrated by discussion and development of 
strategies to address them.

   

10:45–11:45am 

E-mEnTorShiP: dEvEloPing AASECT 
mEnTorShiP rElATionShiPS uSing 
TEChnology For EmErging SExuAliTy 
ProFESSionAlS 1CE Point loma

Presenters: Brent A. Satterly, PhD, LCSW, CSE, and 
Sabitha Pillai-Friedman, PhD, LCSW

moderator: Andrea Mattisen-Haskins, MSW
The power of mentorship enhances the development 

of emerging sexuality professionals. New opportunities 
are opened through the use of technology. Muller 
(2009) cites that mentoring relationships have grown 
due to the explosion of electronic communication and 
that e-mentoring is a “mentoring relationship which 
uses the tools of electronic communications.” The 
current mentoring program for AASECT is based on 
e-mentoring. This workshop highlights the benefits of 
AASECT mentoring as well as proposes a new interactive 
database e-mentorship program. 

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify the benefits 
and strategies of AASECT mentoring.

oroPhAryngEAl CAnCEr:  
ThE nEW STi 1CE marina d & E

Presenter: Susan Kellogg-Spadt, PhD, CRNP
moderator: Michele Sugg, MSW, LCSW, CST
This presentation reviews the changing epidemiology 

of head and neck cancers to reflect the role of HPV 16. 
Emphasis is on the sexologist’s role in prevention and 
recognition.   

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify high-risk 
groups and high risk sexual practices related to head and 
neck squamous cell carcinoma, so that they can have an 
active role in prevention.

SkyPE TEChnology: An oPEn inviTATion 
To PrACTiCE divErSiFiCATion 1CE Cardiff

Presenters: Nancy Campbell Hanks, MS, EdD, and 
Stephen L. Braveman, LMFT, DST

moderator: Gretchen Fincke, LCSW
The therapist-patient bond is considered paramount 

in traditional learning and it is difficult to conceive 
of developing an equally strong and efficacious bond 
when viewing the client from, perhaps, thousands of 
miles away. However, as experience broadens, attitudes 
will change and evolve — probably not as quickly as 
technology, but it will occur. Attendees decide whether 
to become an active participant in shaping the future 
or in preserving the past. This workshop explores the 
utilization of Skype technology in both educational and 
therapeutic settings when dealing with sexual issues. 
Attendees explore and troubleshoot the challenges 
related to learning a new technology and evaluate the 
benefits and potential new risks related to confidentiality. 
Participants share video conferencing experiences in 
their own work settings and determine whether Skype is 
appropriate for their professional interests.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify three benefits 
and three potential risks inherent in utilizing Skype 
technology in either educational or therapeutic settings; 
offer educators and clinicians a glimpse into the future of 
sex education and sex therapy. 

friday april 29 9:30–10-:30am 
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ProgrESSivE ATTriBuTES oF  
hyPErSExuAliTy oF AFriCAn AmEriCAn 
WomEn in ThE mEdiA 1CE Carlsbad

Presenter: Sedinam Kakrada
moderator: Catherine Ravella, PhD
This workshop presents theories about hypersexuality 

and images of African American women in the media 
from the western movement to present day. Images 
from movies, music videos and television illustrate how 
sexuality among the African American women has been 
conceptualized over time (particularly as it pertains to 
hypersexuality).   

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify the images of 
hypersexuality among African American women.

ThE loST ArT oF SEnSATE FoCuS 1CE Solana

Presenter: Linda Weiner, MSW, LCSW
moderator: John Ciervo, MEd
Since Masters & Johnson’s revolutionary development of 

sex therapy to treat sexual dysfunctions utilizing the concept 
of natural function and the strategy of sensate focus exercises, 
many misinterpretations and, of late, little education about 
this methodology have been provided to new practitioners 
in the field. This one-hour presentation reviews in detail 
the first and second stages of sensate focus suggestions and 
their rationale in the treatment of sexual dysfunction and 
the enhancement of sexual interplay. A variety of client 
populations and presenting sexual difficulties are addressed.

learning objectives: Upon completion of 
the session, participants should be able to improve 
client/patient outcomes by being able to: identify the 
modifications of sensate focus suggestions for clients 
presenting with sexual dysfunction.

TEll mE WhAT you WAnT And i’ll  
TEll you WhAT i nEEd: hoW To TAlk  
To your PArTnEr ABouT ThE SEx  
you WAnT 1CE mission hills

Presenter: Sari Eckler Cooper, LCSW
moderator: Kathleen Todd, MSW
One of the most common problems couples bring 

into sex therapy is a complete lack of or avoidance of 
sexual engagement and an inability to articulate what 
it is each partner is seeking in their sexual partnership. 
This workshop will give therapists interventions to teach 
partners how to ask constructively for what they desire 

and get out of the “blame game”. Using sculpting exercises 
first introduced in the family therapy tradition the 
presenter will illustrate how these exercises can be used 
to tap into the unconscious fears and fantasies that feed 
a couple’s sexual desire for one another and how to get 
them to use their bodies to describe the problem and their 
solutions. Lastly, the participants will learn movement 
exercises to give as assignments to their couples drawn 
from the contact improv dance world. These playful games 
can cut through the cognitive defenses each partner has 
built up over time and re-engage a couple physically. 
Comfortable clothing is recommended.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify barriers 
to constructive communication between partners 
regarding the sexual relationship they would prefer to 
have with each other; learn 3 exercises derived from 
dance improvisation and family therapy traditions to 
teach their clients to explore and expand their sexual 
interactions. 

:) or :(? rESEArCh And rEPorTing  
on young PEoPlE And “SExTing”  
1CE Santa rosa

Presenter: Ryan W. McKee, MS
moderator: Richelle Frabotta, MSEd
Several recent studies have focused on the 

phenomenon of “sexting” by young people. The results 
of these studies often depend on how “sexting” and 
“young people” are defined. While news outlets report 
on the results, coverage quickly turns to the possible 
negative consequences that surround the controversy. 
This presentation helps participants clarify their own 
values around “sexting,” synthesizes the results of recent 
studies, and critiques media coverage of the issue. 

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify three 
challenges in defining “sexting” among young people 
and the implications these challenges have on research; 
identify two perceived risks and two perceived benefits of 
“sexting” that have been presented in research; increase 
understanding of the values surrounding the use of 
mobile technology as a means of sexual communication.

 
12:00–1:45pm   lunCh BrEAk
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12:30–1:30pm 

SEx ToyS or SExuAl hEAlTh dEviCES? A 
diSCuSSion on ThE ShiFTing rolES oF SEx 
ThErAPiSTS, SEx EduCATorS, And SEx Toy 
SAlESPEoPlE marina F & g

Presenter: Cory Silverberg, MEd
moderator: Christopher White, PhD, CHES
The role and position of sex toys in popular culture 

and our daily lives is shifting rapidly. As large multi-
national corporations begin to manufacture and sell sex 
toys, their identification as pleasure products or tools for 
personal and political emancipation is receding, and in 
its place a new construction of sex toy as sexual health 
device and relationship health product is being offered. 
This shift is being driven largely by new marketing on the 
part of manufacturers; marketing which is increasingly 
aimed at sexuality professionals. This panel discussion 
will present a range of perspectives - from sex research, 
sex education, and sex therapy - on the possibilities and 
pitfalls of this shifting meaning of sex toys.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify ways that 
sex toys are shifting as social, economic, and cultural 
objects tied to sexuality and sexual health, and specific 
ethical issues related to their own participation in, 
communication about, marketing of, and/or sales of sex 
toys to the populations they serve.

1:45–2:45pm 

viEWS From ThE CyBEr FronTiEr:  
inSidEr SECrETS on A virTuAl  
TrAining inSTiTuTE For SExuAliTy 
EduCATorS And CounSElorS 1CE Cardiff

Presenters: Patti Britton, PhD, MPH, and Robert E. 
Dunlap, PhD

moderator: Linda Savage, PhD
In these times of exploding technological advances, 

the paradigms for delivery of training in sexology are 
shifting. SexCoachU provides comprehensive, high-
quality training in a dynamic and interactive curriculum 
model globally. Presenters share “insider secrets” about 
how a virtual online training institute is structured, 
designed, formed, managed and promoted, with clips 
from live media, insights on effective use of educational 
technologies, social marketing tips and highlights from 
successful endeavors in the cyber marketplace.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify at least four 
key components for a dynamic, effective virtual training 
institute in sexuality education and counseling.

1:45–3:45pm 

mEdiA TrAining For AASECT  
mEmBErS 2CE Pacific

(Space is limited to 10. Pre-registration was required.) 
Presenter: Michael McGee, MEd
moderator: Emily DeAyala, MA
AASECT’s Public Relations, Media, and Advocacy 

Committee regularly contacts certified members to respond 
to media requests. This session gives 10 certified educators, 
counselors or therapists the tools they need to be effective 
in the media. Participants learn skill-building activities to 
respond to media requests, with on-camera practice. 

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify three key 
elements for effective media relations; describe at least 
one personal strength in handling media.

EnviSion SExuAl hEAlTh: A nEW ASSESSmEnT-
BASEd TrEATmEnT modEl For ouT-oF-
ConTrol SExuAl BEhAvior 2CE marina d & E

Presenters: Doug Braun-Harvey, MA, MFT, and 
Michael A. Vigorito, MA, MFT

moderator: Ricky Siegel, MS
Without theoretical agreement regarding unregulated 

sexual behavior, psychotherapists and sex therapists may 
find themselves unprepared to understand and treat 
symptoms of out-of-control sexual behavior (OCSB). 
Braun-Harvey and Vigorito present their assessment-
based treatment model to prepare psychotherapists 
treating men with symptoms of OCSB. This sexual 
health-based protocol organizes a comprehensive 
understanding of client sexual health to aid therapists 
in developing individualized treatment plans and client 
motivation for change.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify a specific 
protocol for outpatient assessment for men presenting with 
problematic sexual behaviors; use an assessment protocol 
to improve client retention and OCSB treatment outcomes.

friday april 29 12:30–1:30pm 



dynAmiCS And TrEATmEnT oF inTimATE 
rElATionShiPS: CrEATivEly inTEgrATing 
dynAmiC (dEPTh) And BEhAviorAl 
(PrACTiCAl) ThEorETiCAl And TrEATmEnT 
PErSPECTivES  2CE Santa rosa

Presenter: Constance Avery-Clark, PhD
moderator: Linda Weiner, MSW, LCSW
The creative integration of dynamically oriented 

depth psychology with practical behavioral strategies 
is not only possible but enables providers to best serve 
their clients. This workshop focuses on explaining 
the dynamics of intimacy disorders in depth and in 
behavioral terms, and suggests behavioral strategies for 
addressing these dynamics so as to manage the disorders. 
Emphasis is on the wedding of Jungian psychology with 
traditional relationship and sex therapy techniques 
pioneered by Masters & Johnson.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: describe the 
dynamics of intimate relationships in depth and in 
behavioral terms; describe and implement strategies 
that both address disorders of the dynamics of intimate 
relationships but that are also behavioral and practical.

WomEn’S AnATomy oF ArouSAl: SECrET 
mAPS To BuriEd PlEASurE 2CE mission hills

Presenter: Sheri Winston, CNM, RN, BSN, LMT
moderator: Katherine Bettin, PhD
Drawn from AASECT’s 2010 Book of the Year, this 

illustrated lecture offers a unique new understanding of 
female sexuality and women’s elegant, integral, multi-
purpose “Babies, Bliss & Bonding” system. Attendees tour 
the entire Female Erectile Network (going far beyond the 
clitoris and the g-spot), explore the pleasure functions of 
the uterus, discover the source of female ejaculation, and 
more. This radical, essential information is foundational 
to health, healing and expanding sexuality for women, 
their partners, and their care providers.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: describe the basic 
concept that there is one integral sexual-reproductive-
attachment system; describe the structures that comprise 
the female erectile network and the normal movements 
of the uterus during arousal and orgasm.

friday april 29

4:00–5:00pm 1CE marina d & E  

ConTourS oF CriPSEx: ExPloring 
diSABiliTy And SExuAliTy

BEThAny STEvEnS, Jd, mA 

Moderator: christopher white, phd, ches

friday’s plenary session will be led by Bethany Stevens, 
a faculty member and policy analyst at the center for 
Leadership in Disability at georgia State university. Prior 
to this, Stevens was a morehouse School of medicine 
center for excellence in Sexual Health Scholar, a reporter 
for rehabilitation International at the united nations, and 
a national Institute on Disability rehabilitation research 
Scholar at the university of florida. 

learning objectives: upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: assess and then 
work to dismantle commonly held myths around 
disability and sexuality; use practical tools to effectively 
render disability/culturally competent sex education, 
therapy, and counseling, while moving beyond a 
medical-based approach to understanding disability.

plenary session 
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2:45–3:45pm 

ThE dATing gAmE: inSighTS From  
An onlinE dATing CoACh 1CE Cardiff

Presenter: Yolanda Turner, EdD
moderator: Linda Savage, PhD
The Internet supplements or replaces traditional routes to 

romantic encounters. Billions of dollars are spent on online 
dating services, with thousands of new people registering 
daily. However, many people are intimidated by the process of 
looking for relationships using online dating services and don’t 
know how to do it well, efficiently or safely. This workshop 
addresses some of the frequently asked questions about online 
dating and explores a number of the important process issues.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the session, 
participants should be able to improve client/patient 
outcomes by being able to: identify three do’s and don’ts of 
online dating; to list two potential ways to streamline the 
online dating process.
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whipple family plenary 
saturday april 30 8:30–9:30 am 1CE marina d & E 

Why WomEn hAvE SEx

Cindy mESTon, Phd, univErSiTy oF TExAS, AuSTin

Moderator: williaM w. finger, phd

Why women have sex is an extraordinarily important but surprisingly little studied topic. one reason 
for its neglect is that scientists have assumed that the answers are already obvious—to experience 
pleasure, to express love or, at the very heart of the biological drive to have sex, to reproduce. over 
a six year period, together with my colleague David Buss, I conducted an intensive investigation of 
women’s sexual motivation that involved the assessment of more than 3,000 individuals. our research 
reveals 237 distinct sexual motivations that cover an astonishing variety of psychological nuance. These 
motives range from the mundane (“I’m bored”) to the spiritual (“I want to get closer to god”), from 
altruistic (“I want my man to feel good about himself”) to vengeful (“I want to punish my husband for 
cheating on me”). In my presentation, I discuss the many reasons why women have sex and present 
some of the underlying clinical, evolutionary, physiological and psychological explanations.

learning objectives: upon completion of the session, participants should be able to improve 
client/patient outcomes by being able to: recognize and appreciate their individual sexual selves; 
explore what psychology and biology can tell us about women’s sexual motivation; evaluate the 
complexity of sexual desire and formulate a better understanding of what turns women on or off.

5:30–6:30pm 

virTuAl SExuAl hEAlTh EduCATion: uSing 
TEChnology To movE PAST ThE STigmA 
ToWArdS A morE SExuAlly hEAlThy 
PoPulATion marina F & g

Presenter: Heather Eastman-Mueller, PhD, CHES
moderator: Christopher White, PhD, CHES 
This project proposes to utilize students from the 

departments of Communication, WGST, Business, and 
the Sexual Health Advocate Peer Education (SHAPE) 
program to create, disseminate sexual health information 
using a multi-faceted web site that includes educational 
information in a variety of electronic formats.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the session, 
participants should be able to improve client/patient 
outcomes by being able to: introduce an innovative website 
designed to promote sexual safety by reducing the risk 
of sexually transmitted infections (STIs) and unintended 
pregnancies, and provide users with the skills for effectively 
managing stigmas associated with these STIs.

friday april 29 5:00–5:30pm 

friday april 29 

5:00–5:30pm marina d & E

ToWn hAll BuSinESS mEETing

Join the aaSecT leadership to discuss 
aaSecT’s current status and future directions. 



saturday april 30     

9:45–10:45am 

SEx on ThE PorCh™: unABAShEdly honEST 
WomEn 55+ ASk quESTionS ABouT SEx,  
inTimACy, And rElATionShiPS 1CE Santa rosa

Presenter: Katherine A. Forsythe, MSW
moderator: Patti Britton, PhD, MPH
Session provides learning and techniques from three 

years of facilitating Sex on the Porch. Sex on the Porch 
is a group meeting in which women at mid-life plus 
ask real-life questions about sex and relationships in 
a supportive environment of laughing, listening and 
solutions. Session activities explore methodology in 
setting up and facilitating this model of education. In 
this session, attendees discuss FAQs and explore a sample 
session as if they are real Sex on the Porch participants. 

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: recall the technique and 
understand how to facilitate this model for an older women’s 
discussion group about sexuality and the issues of aging.

9:45–11:45am 

hoW To ProvidE SuPErviSion  
For AASECT mEmBErS: guidElinES  
And ProCEdurES 2CE Cardiff

Presenters: Stephen L. Braveman, LMFT, DST, and 
Gretchen Fincke, LCSW

moderator: Joan Sughrue MEd, RN
This workshop is designed to help certified 

supervisors and those wishing to apply for certification 
as supervisors understand the policy rules as well as the 
“nuts and bolts” of effective supervision.   

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify ways to most 
effectively help a supervisee obtain required supervision 
hours; recall how to help a supervisee present a complete 
and professional application for certification.

hiS Porn, hEr PAin: EnhAnCing  
CliniCAl EFFECTivEnESS WiTh individuAlS  
& CouPlES WhEn PornogrAPhy iS  
An iSSuE 2CE marina d & E

Presenter: Marty Klein, PhD
moderator: Matthew Yau, PhD
Clinicians and educators need to know about 

pornography—beyond their own experience or judgments, 
positive or negative. This presentation offers up-to-
date information about porn, its users and its impact 
on consumers and consumers’ partners, and their 
relationships. The presentation also describes innovative 
clinical strategies for dealing with the pain so commonly 
found in clients about porn use — whether their own use 
or their partner’s use. 

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: review and critique 
the most common models of how porn use impacts 
sexual decision-making; evaluate the limitations of the 
“porn addiction” model.

ArTiSTiC, ThErAPEuTiC, SExy? ExPloring 
SExuAliTy in A 5-WEEk CourSE For ArT 
ThErAPy STudEnTS 2CE green

Presenter: Einat S. Metzl, PhD, LMFT, ATR-BC, RYT
moderator: Anne Karcher, PhD
This presentation explores the rationale, formation 

and evaluation of a five-week human sexuality course 
for art therapy students. Evaluation tools, which 
include students’ art-making and written reflections, 
demonstrate the usefulness of art-making to increase 
engagement in processing personal sexuality and 
sexuality-related roles as a beginning therapist. In 
addition, indications of sexual identity development 
and integration of sexuality with students’ cultural and 
professional identity are explored.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: describe the rationale 
for the creation and evaluation of a human sexuality 
course for art therapy students in training; explain the 
usefulness of including art-making in personal and 
professional human sexuality training.

17sexcon 2011
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hoW To EngAgE youTh TodAy: imProving  
EduCATionAl ProgrAmS 2CE mission hills

Presenter: Ranee Alison Spina
moderator: Carey Bayer, EdD, RN
Educators today may know what has to be taught, 

but do they know how to effectively communicate with 
teenagers and young adults? There seems to be a gap 
between knowledgeable professionals and their student 
audiences. This workshop transforms the teaching 
experience with tips, tricks and tools to improve 
the success rate of educational programs. Speaker 
Ranee Alison Spina shares her secrets to changing the 
mindsets of thousands of students who have attended 
her live lectures. 

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify the source 
of educational influences and use them to increase 
retention with a teen/young adult audience; recognize 
the importance of key messages and creating learning 
activities that challenge students.

kundAlini AWAkEning To imProvE  
hEAlTh And WEll-BEing 2CE Coronado

Presenter: Suzann Robins, MA, CHT
moderator: Catherine Ravella, PhD
Kundalini Awakening to improve health and well-

being: opening into joy and discovering your inner 
lover. Experience the energy flow throughout your body 
and mind as you tap into your sixth sense of intuition. 
Looking through the lens of developmental psychology, 
this unique experiential learning introduces simple 
movements for each of the major centers of the body and 
a mind-fullness exercise using rainbow colors designed 
to increase feelings of security, creativity, power, love, 
communication, imagination and connection that 
enhances relationships in all areas of your life with 
family, friends and co-workers as well as lovers.  
The Geography of Love: Helping Couples Find Their Way 
to Sexual Happiness. 

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: evaluate the energy 
systems of the body through an innovative way of 
understanding the body-mind connection; name 
the seven major chakras and the color and meaning 
associated with each one; assess how attitude effects 
sexual health by becoming more aware of the flow of the 

vital life force throughout the body. Through a series of 
movements, most participants, who are open to it, have 
a measurable experience of energy rising from the feet to 
the crown of the head. Those who are not ready describe 
the flow through the developmental stages as they 
correlate to the body.

10:45–11:45am 

ThE SilvEr SAr™: inTroduCTion  
And diSCuSSion 1CE Santa rosa

Presenters: Wayne V. Pawlowski, MSW, ACSW, 
LICSW, and Anita Hoffer, PhD, EdD

moderator: Patti Britton, PhD, MPH
learning objectives: Upon completion of 

the session, participants should be able to improve 
client/patient outcomes by being able to: explain the 
importance of a SAR that targets professionals who work 
with the elderly and/or the elderly themselves; provide 
input into the design and content of a SilverSAR.

This session presents SilverSAR and discusses this new 
concept in SARs. The SilverSAR, as currently conceived, 
is similar to standard SARs such as those commonly used 
in the training of sexuality professionals. This session 
outlines the preliminary design. Through an interactive 
process, participants are given the opportunity to 
comment, provide input into the design of the SilverSAR 
and contribute to this important new and growing field 
of sexuality work.

ThE mAlE SurrogATE 1CE Solana

Presenters: Vena Blanchard, DHS, Shai Rotem, CSP, 
CEH, and Roger Tolle

moderator: Rose Hartzell, PhD, EdS
For nearly forty years male surrogate partners have 

worked with male and female clients, yet we still know 
very little about their work or their clients. Following a 
concise overview of Surrogate Partner Therapy (SPT) 
are detail-rich case presentations, discussions of how 
SPT with male surrogates benefit their clients, and 
consideration of the gender and sexual orientation biases 
that limit client access to the transformational benefits of 
this highly effective treatment. 

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: expand participants’ 
knowledge of SPT; help participants identify the clients 
who benefit from working with a male surrogate partner; 

saturday april 30 9:45–11:45am 
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and challenge the gender and sexual orientation biases 
that undermine client access to this highly effective 
form of treatment.

2:15–3:15pm 

ThE morE ThingS ChAngE...: ThE rElATivE 
imPorTAnCE oF ThE inTErnET AS A SourCE 
oF ConTrACEPTivE inFormATion  
For TEEnS 1CE Cardiff

Presenter: Rachel K. Jones, PhD
moderator: Carey Bayer, EdD, RN
The session starts with a brief overview of U.S. teen 

sexual health indicators. Participants discuss findings 
from in-depth interviews with 58 adolescents in Indiana 
and New York City about exposure to sexual health 
information from a range of sources. After breaking into 
small groups to discuss questions that emerged from 
the interviews, all participants reconvene to determine 
“what is comprehensive sex education?” and “what new 
strategies are needed to better provide teens with the 
information they need?”

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: devise a better 
definition of comprehensive sex education and identify 
new strategies, including some incorporating electronic 
media (e.g., the internet, texting) better provide teens 
with the sexual health information they need.

2:15–4:15pm 

EThiCAl iSSuES in SEx ThErAPy 2CE green

Presenter: Hani Miletski, PhD, MSW
moderator: Anne Karcher, PhD
Sex therapists inevitably face boundaries and ethical 

issues, and although each profession has its own code of 
ethics, including AASECT, no code of ethics can be used 
as a “cook book.” One cannot always find answers to work-
related questions. In this workshop, four complex scenarios 
of possible ethical issues are presented for small group 
discussions as an attempt to address the complexities of 
ethical issues and to help participants to be better therapists.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify at least one 
potential boundary or ethical issue that may affect work 
with clients/patients and be better prepared to deal with 
it; interpret and better understand the Code of Ethics.

awards Luncheon
saturday, april 30  
noon–2:00pm  
marriott hall 1/2/3

Schiller Prize
 :) or :( ? Research and Reporting on Young 
People and “Sexting”
ryan W. mcKee, mS

Student Poster Award
Crossing the Digital Divide: Negotiating 
Outness Within Cyberculture Spaces for 
Adolescent Queer Women of Color
Jennifer rubin

Audiovisual Award
Heidi Houston 
Hot Flash Havoc

Book Award
michael e. metz, PhD, and  
Barry W. mccarthy, PhD  
Enduring Desire

distinguished Service Award
Sallie m. foley, mSW

humanitarian Award
m. Joycelyn elders, mD

Professional Standard of  
Excellence Award

Sandra S. cole, PhD

Sexuality Educator Award
elizabeth Schroeder, edD, mSW

John Sughrue, Jr., md  
Scholarship Award

Sara Thorp

Bill T. Jones Scholarship Award
Brianna L. Kolhoss
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WiShing, hoPing, WAnTing: dilEmmAS  
oF SExuAl dESirE 2CE marina d & E

Presenter: Michele M. Marsh, MS, PhD
moderator: Sabitha Pillai-Friedman, PhD, LCSW
This workshop presents explorations of sexual desire 

by various theorists and clinicians. This workshop 
illustrates how sex therapists assist those who experience 
loss of desire in their lives. The loss of desire for sex, solo 
or partnered, is explored as a loss of spirit that is not 
routinely rediscovered through homework or sensate focus 
exercises. The workshop emphasizes an understanding 
of desire as wanting or longing for spirit and pleasure in 
relationships and shares clinical strategies.  

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: contrast two theories 
of sexual desire and how they differ from each other; list 
two strategies to help clients rediscover what is missing 
in their sexual lives and how recover it.

ovErComing BArriErS To  
AdulT SExuAliTy EduCATion 2CE Carlsbad

Presenter: Laurie M. Wagner, MEd, PhD, CHES
moderator: Peggy Brick, MEd
This presentation highlights the barriers to adult 

sexuality education and engages participants to develop 
intervention techniques to overcome them. Recent 
research highlights the lack of appropriate sexual health 
practices of older adults, which puts them at particular 
risk for sexually transmitted infections. The main goal 
of this session is to facilitate brainstorming and action 
plans among professionals in the field in order to elevate 
adult sexuality education.  

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify three barriers 
to adult sexuality education; explain one solution for 
each barrier to adult sexuality education.

SEx, lovE And mEnTAl illnESS:  
A ThErAPiST’S guidE To hElPing  
CouPlES STAy ConnECTEd 2CE Santa rosa

Presenter: Stephanie Buehler, MPW, PsyD, CST
moderator: Jennifer Wiessner, MSW
Sex therapists assessing couples often discover 

one partner has a mental disorder diagnosis. This 
workshop helps therapists understand the effects of 
mental disorders on sexuality and emotional intimacy 

within the couples’ relationship; develops empathy and 
communication skills between the well partner and 
the affected partner; provides specific suggestions for 
maximizing pleasure and connectedness; and explains 
the effects of various psychotropic medications. 

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: describe three ways in 
which mental illness impacts a person’s sexual function, 
including physical, emotional and sensory deficits; to 
utilize five interventions for improving intimacy and 
sexuality within relationships impacted by mental illness.

 
romAnTiC lovE & SExuAl AlivEnESS in 
long-TErm rElATionShiPS: hoW rECEnT 
EvidEnCE CAn inForm CouPlE’S And SEx 
ThErAPy 2CE mission hills

Presenter: Stella Resnick, PhD
moderator: Patti Britton, PhD, MPH
Romantic love is seen as the purview of young love, 

a passionate unsustainable interlude that burns out 
or becomes the companionate love of the committed 
couple. Recent studies challenge that position, utilizing 
brain scans and other measures to uncover long-term 
couples still in love. A significant feature of their high 
relationship satisfaction, unlike moderately satisfied 
companionate couples, is “sexual aliveness.” This 
presentation reviews key studies and describes cognitive-
behavioral-somatic-experiential methods supported by 
research to enhance therapy, especially for desire issues.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: formulate a new 
understanding of the role of romantic love in sexual 
aliveness and the therapeutic methods that support 
romantic love in working with individuals and couples.

ThE gEogrAPhy oF lovE: hElPing  
CouPlES Find ThEir WAy To  
SExuAl hAPPinESS 2CE Solana

Presenter: Kim Marshall
moderator: Roger Tolle
This workshop discusses two fundamental flaws in most 

sex advice to heterosexual couples: first, not confronting 
the built-in “interface” problem that has doomed so 
many couples to one-sided sex (male satisfaction, female 
frustration) through the ages; and second, not giving 
an explicit, detailed description of the three viable 

saturday april 30 2:15–4:15pm 
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workarounds that some couples have discovered — and are 
almost never talked about in the literature. 

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify the central 
challenge that bedevils heterosexual sex through the 
millennia: the “interface” issue that makes mutual 
satisfaction so difficult and makes one-sided sex (male 
satisfaction and female frustration) the default setting; 
clarify their understanding of three viable workarounds 
that have been discovered by couples over the millennia 
and discuss why these are so rarely discussed in the 
literature; and strategize about how counselors and 
others can most effectively help couples find their way to 
sexual happiness.

3:15–4:15pm 

hArnESSing TEChnology  
To imProvE SExuAl hEAlTh 1CE Cardiff

Presenters: Leslie Kantor, MPH; Deborah S. Levine, 
MSW, MAT; and Maggie Giorgio, MPH

moderator: Carey Bayer, EdD, RN
Planned Parenthood utilizes new technology to enhance 

the options at which people obtain sexuality information. 
This workshop delves into the outcomes of the first six 
months of the pilot program to provide text and chat as 
an outlet for receiving answers to various health questions 
and scheduling appointments. The results look at the user 
demographics, types of concerns raised, what services 
are needed and lessons learned to help increase Planned 
Parenthood’s accessibility and outreach.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: describe the 
demographics of people who are using chat and text 
to get information about sexual health and schedule 
appointments for health services; list the main concerns 
with which people present; analyze the strengths and 
limitations of one approach to chat and text; articulate 
how chat and text enhance their own service provision.

saturday april 30 

7:00–10:00pm Seaview

Bill STAyTon roAST (cash bar)
fundraiser to Benefit the foundation for the 
Scientific Study of Sexuality, a roast of Bill 
Stayton…tickets on sale at the fSSS exhibit.

sunday may 1

8:30–9:30am    

“noT TonighT dEAr” — STrATEgiES For 
rEigniTing inTimACy And SExuAliTy  
AFTEr illnESSES likE ProSTATE or  
BrEAST CAnCEr 1CE Santa rosa

Presenter: Rabbi Edgar (“Ed”) Weinsberg, EdD, DD
moderator: Andrea Mattisen-Haskins, MSW 
At least half of all men after prostate cancer treatment 

become “sexually challenged” for the rest of their lives. 
They suffer from ED and/or a lower libido and often lose 
their sense of masculinity after surgery, radiotherapy, 
hormone treatment or chemotherapy. This presentation 
addresses how men and their spouses or partners can 
overcome sexual obstacles under these circumstances. 
The presenter offers 10 strategies for helping men and 
women restore their manhood or womanhood, enhance 
intimacy and increase sexual satisfaction despite 
survivors’ loss of sexual functioning.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: relate and become 
more knowledgeable and effective in guiding prostate 
cancer survivors and their spouses/partners who have 
difficulties with intimacy and sexual functioning.

8:30–10:30am    

ElEmEnTS oF A SuCCESSFul  
WorkShoP 2CE green

Presenter: Christopher White, PhD, CHES 
moderator: Anne Karcher, PhD
The key to a getting a workshop proposal accepted at a 

conference is writing a proposal that is clear, concise and 
free of jargon, and that tells the reviewers exactly what 
you are going to do and why. The goal of any workshop is 
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to have participants leave with something new — skills, 
knowledge, attitudes — about your topic. The most 
effective way of getting someone to learn something 
new is to actively engage them in the learning/teaching 
process. Therefore, effective workshop proposals are based 
on effective and active learning strategies that are tied to 
specific learning objectives. Participants leave the session 
knowing how to write an effective workshop proposal.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: write an effective 
learning objective that is tied to a workshop activity; 
develop/utilize workshop activities best demonstrated to 
engage participants in active learning.

From TEChniCiAn To ArTiST: dEvEloPing 
iSomorPhiC inTErvEnTionS 2CE marina d & E

Presenter: Ruth Morehouse, PhD
moderator: Stephanie Buehler, PhD, MPW, PsyD, CST
Interpersonal neurobiology is a hot topic in 

psychotherapy, but well-developed therapeutic 
models making use of the research and principles of 
interpersonal neurobiological science are rare. This 
workshop focuses on the development and crafting 
of isomorphic interventions in crucible therapy that 
facilitate optimal speed in symptom reversal as well 
as simultaneously providing long-range interventions 
that are congruent on multiple levels of causation. This 
workshop provides a challenging blend of advanced 
systemic theory, presenter demonstration and active 
participant learning.  

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: briefly explain brain 
neuroplasticity and how it applies to couples’ sex and 
intimacy concerns; describe isomorphic interventions 
and discuss their potential usefulness in sex therapy.

hoW hoT SEx CAn PrEvEnT rAPE: A rAdiCAl 
guidE To EnThuSiASTiC ConSEnT, ACTiviSm 
And PlEASurE 2CE mission hills

Presenters: Eva Ball, MSW and Roxy Trudeau, MSW
moderator: William Stayton, PhD 
This workshop throws the script about rape out 

the window and starts fresh. Facilitators explore how 
phrases like “no means no” and “rape is about power and 
control, not sex” are as true as they are misleading and 
problematic. Through engaging, timely and relevant 

activities and discussion, participants explore a paradigm 
shift that connects the fields of human sexuality and 
sexual violence prevention in unprecedented ways.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: recall how to use 
sexuality education to prevent rape; recall various tools to 
critically assess and strategically interrupt rape culture.

iT JuST kEEPS gETTing BETTEr: SExuAl 
hEAlTh And WEll-BEing Among oldEr 
AdulTS 2CE Cardiff

Presenter: Linda R. Mona, PhD
Co-Presenters: Maggie L. Syme, PhD; Rebecca 

Cameron, PhD; Sarah Fraley, PhD; and Suzie S. Chen, PhD
moderator: Roger Tolle
Sexuality remains an integral part of quality of life 

across adulthood. Given the multifaceted nature of 
sexuality and the prevalence of sexual dysfunction 
in older adults, clinicians need effective and flexible 
treatments for sexual functioning in older adults. This 
session provides clinicians with conceptualization, 
assessment and treatment tools to develop a collaborative 
and non-pathologizing approach with a sex-positive 
foundation. It emphasizes flexible and creative thinking 
to enhance positive behaviors that facilitate older adults’ 
sexual well-being. 

learning objectives: Upon completion of 
the session, participants should be able to improve 
client/patient outcomes by being able to: articulate 
the four components of the complete sexual health 
conceptualization model and explain how the model 
relates to assessment and treatment planning; explain 
and demonstrate one or more cognitive and/or 
behavioral techniques appropriate for treating older 
adults presenting with sexual functioning concerns.

vorACiouS viAgrA: viCTory  
or viCE? 2CE Solana

Presenter: Kimberly Resnick Anderson, LISW, MSSA
moderator: Joan Sughrue, MEd, RN
Since 1998, millions of men and women have benefited 

(directly or indirectly) from sexual enhancement drugs 
such as sildenafil, vardenafil, and tadalafil. However, as 
with many groundbreaking innovations, certain “down 
sides” inevitably become apparent. This cutting-edge 
presentation takes participants on a journey through 
the “dark-side” of PDE-5s by reframing the role of sexual 

sunday may 1 8:30–10:30am 
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enhancement drugs in modern relationships. The author 
highlights the major research published in this area by 
discussing the 12 most common complaints women, 
whose male partners use PDE5s, share about the impact 
of these drugs on their relationships. 

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify the “dark 
side” of PDE5s and their impact on sexual politics, 
behavior, and relationships; describe theories about how 
PDE5s have changed sexual politics.

9:30–10:30am    

SoCiAl SEduCTion: undErSTAnding 
ThE moTivATionAl drAW oF ComPuTEr 
mEdiATEd inTErPErSonAl rElATionShiPS 
1CE Santa rosa

Presenters: Yolanda Turner, EdD and Donald Dyson, PhD
Computer Mediated Interpersonal Relationships are 

a growing phenomenon. Notions of how relationships 
should be and what constitutes “intimacy” are being 
challenged by the new technology and alarm bells 
are sounding. A research study investigated the 
question “Why do people seek out computer mediated 
interpersonal relationships?” Answers included affection, 
affirmation, attention and affinity. These themes were 
combined and are presented here as the Quad A model. 
The model is presented and implications for work 
in sexology discussed, including case examples and 
strengths-based strategies that enhance individuals’ 
experiences of intimacy and connection.

learning objectives: Upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve client/
patient outcomes by being able to: identify the four 
major motivational forces of the Quad A model, 
including examples of each; identify intervention 
strategies both in response to the motivational forces 
of the Quad A model and in using the model from a 
strengths-based perspective to enhance the lives of 
students and clients.

plenary session 
sunday may 1

10:45am– 12:15pm  
2CE marina d & E 

FEmAlE SExuAliTy

irWin goldSTEin, md 

Moderator: Monica rodriguez, Ms

In a fourth plenary presentation, Irwin goldstein, 
mD, speaks on the topic of female sexuality. 
goldstein is one of three co-editors of a new 
medical book Female Sexual Pain Disorders, 
published by Wiley-Blackwell last year. The 
book features 39 chapters on a range of topics, 
including vulvovaginitis, dyspareunia, sexually 
transmitted infections and female genital cutting. 
“It’s all in your head...or is it?” write goldstein and 
co-editors in the preface to the book. “Historically, 
women have been told that the sexual pain they 
were experiencing was just that — in their heads. 
as soon as a woman complained to her healthcare 
provider about sexual pain, she was referred to 
a mental health professional, ignoring possible 
concomitant biological concerns.” according to 
goldstein and co-editors, 21 percent of women 
suffer sexual pain. The point of the book and 
goldstein’s plenary session is to highlight some 
of the most common forms of female sexual pain 
and possible treatments. goldstein is director 
of sexual medicine at alvarado Hospital and a 
clinical professor of surgery at the university of 
california at San Diego. He’s been involved in 
sexual dysfunction research since the late 1970s, 
publishing more than 350 papers in the field of 
women’s sexual health and erectile dysfunction. 
In 2009, the World association for Sexual Health 
awarded him the gold medal for his career 
achievements.

learning objectives: upon completion of the 
session, participants should be able to improve 
client/patient outcomes by being able to: evaluate 
and distinguish the causes of sexual pain in 
women; differentiate the many forms of sexual 
pain; implement multidisciplinary treatments for 
sexual pain.
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Alchemy of Enlightend 
Sexuality Survey
Lisa apramian, PhD

Sex Therapy and Jungian 
Psychology: masters & 
Johnson’s Sensate Focus as an 
Aperture into the other and 
the Sacred
constance avery-clark, PhD

making Connections: 
incorporating healthy 
Sexuality into Sexual Assault 
Agency Staff Training
alison Bellavance

initial Attraction and non-
relationship Sex Among 
unmarried Black Fathers
Dianne r. Browne, edD, cfLe

harnessing Technology to 
Easily Advance your Practice—
getting online 101
melodie D. Tucker

Sexual Behaviors, health and 
Satisfaction of Transgender 
men (FTms) With and Without 
hormonal and Surgical 
modifications: Preliminary 
results
Jamison green, mfa
Lore m. Dickey, ma
Stacey L. colton meier

Sex and the internet: The new 
Frontier for Couples  
and Therapists
Katherine m. Hertlein, PhD, mfT

improving Bystander intent 
to Act in intimate Partner 
violence Situations on College 
Campuses
Holly moyseenko-Kossover
Laurie m. Wagner, med, PhD, cHeS

Taking Social media for  
a Test drive
Holly moyseenko-Kossover

Teaching a grade 5-8 Sex 
Education Course with 
PowerPoint and Wireless 
Audience response devices
Kim marshall

Brick-and-mortar to Blog-and-
Forum: lessons learned From 
Teaching human Sexuality 
online
ryan W. mcKee, mS

A Woman, her Blog  
and her uterus
alicia ricketts

The villainy of Sexual 
Boundary violations in 
Clinical Practice
Jason Thorne, mS, Lac
Sam Wallace, mS, LPc

“healthy” Sexuality?
Laurie m. Wagner, med, PhD, cHeS

increasing Patient Compliance 
with interdisciplinary 
referrals
meghan e. aborn, LmfT, cST
Susan Kellogg-Spadt, PhD, crnP

The Sexual Behaviors of 
College Students with 
disabilities
Donna J. Bernert, PhD, LSHe

The Better man model: Sexual 
Wellness and Psychological 
Functioning in heterosexual 
Black men
candice crowell, mS

demographic differences in 
Aphrodisiac knowledge and 
Preferences, including the 
importance of Psychological 
Factors in Evaluating the 
Success of an Aphrodisiac meal
Linda De villers, PhD
Brandilynn J. villareal

The role of Attachment in 
Sexual relationships
Kathryn Devis
Kara L. Thompson 
melissa a. Louder 
Katherine m. Hertlein, PhD, mfT

1995-2008: A 10-year 
Comparison regarding 
knowledge of the Female 
reproductive Cycle 
and hormone-Based 
Contraceptives
Betty carter Dorr, PhD, ma

Cultural homogenity? An 
Examination of Sexual Beliefs 
and Attitudes Among Chinese, 
Japanese and korean 
individuals
cara Dunkley

Sexuality in Couple’s Therapy 
and the integration of 
neuroscience
ashley grinonneau-Denton, ma

The Benefits and the 
Friendships of Friends  
with Benefits
Hannah m. Hayes
alexandra c. marcus 
andrew S. Walters, PhD, mPH

impact of male Perpetrated 
rape on lesbian identity 
development: A narrative 
inquiry
Sheena Hoffmann, PsyD, ma

poster sessions
saturday, april 30 4:30–6:00pm marina f & g
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Combined Contraceptives 
Containing low-dose 
Estrogen and Second-
generation Progestin 
Are Associated with 
lowest ShBg levels — 
A retrospective Study 
in Women with Sexual 
dysfunction
Susan Kellogg-Spadt, PhD, crnP
Jennifer fariello, mSn, crnP 
Kristene e. Whitmore, mD 
Peter g. o’Hare, III, mD
 
love is a Battlefield: 
infidelity in military Couples
aubree Papaj
Katie Infante 
Brianna L. Kolhoss 
Katherine m. Hertlein, PhD, mfT

Crossing the digital divide: 
negotiating outness Within 
Cyberculture Spaces for 
Adolescent queer Women  
of Color
Jennifer rubin

minority Stress and 
relational Well-Being Among 
individuals in marginalized 
relationships
Hilary Sluis

The Effects of Sexually 
degrading music videos 
and lyrics on males’ 
Aggression and Endorsement 
of rape myths and Sexual 
Stereotypes
eric Sprankle, PsyD

moving Beyond “Boys and 
girls”: The developmental 
Progression of 
Conceptualizing gender in a 
First-year Seminar Course
Kateryna m. Sylaska, ma
andrew S. Walters, PhD, mPH

developing a Positive Sexual 
Self: Family, media and 
relationships in the lives  
of latino men
Ivan valenzuela
andrew S. Walters, PhD, mPH

Sexual health knowledge 
and Sexual-related Behavior 
in Chinese College Students: 
implication for Sexuality 
Education in China
chi Xinli

poster sessions
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general information
on-SiTE rEgiSTrATion
On-site registration will be available 
at the AASECT conference registration 
desk at the Marriott Marquis San Diego 
Marina. Attendees may register for 
the entire conference or just one day. 
Registration is available Wednesday, 
April 27, 8:30 am – 5:00 pm; Thursday, 
April 28, 8:00 am – 7:00 pm; Friday, 
April 29, 8:00 am – 5:00 pm; Saturday, 
April 30, 8:00 am – 5:00 pm; and 
Sunday, May 1, 8:00 am – 12:00 pm. 

rEgiSTrATion And 
inFormATion
AASECT staff and volunteers will be 
available at the registration area for 
registering attendees and fielding any 
questions conference attendees may 
have. There will also be an information 
table where volunteers will assist 
attendees in locating workshop rooms 
and answer questions. Certification 
and membership information as well 
as information relevant to San Diego 
will be available at the volunteer 
information table.

ConTinuing EduCATion 
inFormATion
A total of up to 16 CE Credits can be 
earned through attendance at the main 
conference. Participants who also attend 
Pre-Conference Workshops can earn up 
to an additional 12 CE credits (maximum 
28 CE Credits). Individuals seeking 
continuing education credit should 
complete the continuing education 
tracker included in their registration 
packets at the meeting or stop at 
the Registration Desk to obtain the 
necessary information and paperwork.

ProCEdurES/hoW To  
SECurE CE CrEdiT
Course Evaluations and Participant 
Satisfaction Questionnaires will 
be distributed during the first 10 
minutes of each Pre-Conference 
Workshop, Concurrent Workshop, 
General Session and Plenary Session. 
These forms must be completed and 
returned at the conclusion of each 
session. Upon returning these forms, 
the participant will receive a CE 
Certificate. Sponsorship regulations 
do not permit the conference staff 
to accept evaluations more than 
10 minutes prior to the end of the 
conference session. We are also unable 
to provide CE Certificates or accept 
course evaluation documents once the 
workshop/plenary session meeting 
space has been vacated.

Please Note: You are required to sign 
in on the “sign-in” sheets and complete 
your course evaluation documents in 
order to be eligible for a CE Certificate. 
You are also encouraged to complete 
an overall conference evaluation form. 
Overall conference evaluations will 
be conducted electronically following 
the conference. Please respond to our 
request for feedback as soon as you 
receive it after the conference. The 
AASECT commitment to continuing 
professional education is reflected in 
the Continuing Education Workshops 
that are offered in conjunction with 
the Annual Conference. Only those 
workshops designated as approved 
for continuing education credit meet 
the criteria for the groups mentioned 
here. Other plenary and concurrent 
sessions may qualify for the receipt 
of an attendance certificate for some 

professional groups. However, it is 
the professional’s responsibility to 
determine the acceptability of these 
program offerings for specific licensure 
or other certification needs. At the time 
of the printing of this program we have 
received the following CE approvals for 
continuing education:

AASECT CE
This program meets the requirements 
of the American Association of 
Sexuality Educators, Counselors and 
Therapists. These CE credits may be 
applied toward AASECT certification 
and renewal of certification.

PSyChologiSTS
American Association of Sexuality 
Educators, Counselors and Therapists 
is approved by the American 
Psychological Association to sponsor 
continuing education for psychologists.  
AASECT maintains responsibility for 
this program and its content.

SoCiAl WorkErS
This program is approved by the 
National Association of Social Workers 
(provider # 886515262) for 16.5 
continuing education contact hours for 
the conference and an additional 11.5 
hours for pre-conference workshops.

AlliEd hEAlTh CArE 
ProvidErS
All other healthcare practitioners 
whose professional organizations 
accept CME credit are welcome to 
attend designated sessions for credit.



general information
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lEArning oBJECTivES
Learning objectives for each 
presentation can also be found on our 
website. For a complete list of which 
presentations are accredited, see 
our website, http://www.aasect.org/
Conference/index.html.

ACCommodATionS For 
diSABiliTy
Per ADA requirements, if you have any 
special needs for this activity, please 
let us know at the time of registration 
as we will make a reasonable effort to 
accommodate people with disabilities.

mESSAgE CEnTEr
Located near the registration and 
information area, a bulletin board will 
be used for announcements relevant 
to the conference and attendees. Any 
changes or additions to the program 
will be posted there, so please check 
the board often. Please feel free to use 
this space yourself to communicate 
with your colleagues. Note: AASECT 
will not be responsible for the content 
posted or any messages removed 
nor will the AASECT staff serve as 
messengers for correspondence.

AASECT mEmBErShiP
AASECT membership links you to 
hundreds of other sexual health 
practitioners, providing you with 
a network of accomplished peers 
and opportunities for professional 
education, growth and development. 
Membership in the association is a 
prerequisite to applying for AASECT 
certification as a sexuality educator, 
sexuality counselor, sex therapy 
supervisor or sex therapist. For further 
information or to join, visit www.aasect.
org/join. Those who register for the 
conference as non-members will receive 
membership through December 31, 2011.

PrESS/mEdiA
AASECT welcomes those who wish 
to cover our event. All media or press 
representatives must be registered 
attendees at the rates of $200 for 
conference attendance in its entirety 
or $50 for a daily pass. For further 
information, please contact Michael 
McGee, Public Relations, Media 
and Advocacy Committee Chair, 
at mjmcgee12@yahoo.com. Media 
attendees are required to identify 
themselves at the registration desk 
upon arrival.

SPECiAl inTErEST grouPS
From 5:30 – 6:30 pm on Friday, April 
29, roundtables will be set for special 
interest groups to meet. AASECT will 
provide signs on the tables to indicate 
board-approved groups. All groups are 
encouraged to meet during this time 
and discuss having your group included 
with AASECT. 

rESPonSiBiliTy For ConTEnT
Collaborative Medical Education 
Institute reviews the content of those 
sessions approved for CE/CME credit to 
ensure it is scientifically-based, accurate, 
current, objectively presented and 
independent of commercial influence; 
and that all suggestions for patient care 
are valid, conform to standards of care, 
and provide benefits that outweigh risks. 
Sessions that have not been approved for 
CE/CME credit have not been reviewed 
and the speakers(s) are solely responsible 
for the content of their presentations. 
AASECT does, however, review presenter 
credentials upon receiving proposals 
and trusts the validity of the curriculum 
vitae set forth by each presenter. The 
management of the 2011 conference 
reserves the right to make any necessary 
changes without advanced notice.

AASECT miSSion
Founded in 1967, the American 
Association of Sexuality Educators, 
Counselors and Therapists (AASECT) 
is devoted to the promotion of sexual 
health by the development and 
advancement of the fields of sexual 
therapy, counseling and education. 
The association’s mission is to provide 
professional education and certification 
of sexuality educators, counselors and 
therapists, as well as individuals who 
supervise sex therapists in training. 
AASECT also encourages research 
related to sexuality education, 
counseling and therapy, and it supports 
the publication and dissemination of 
professional materials related to these 
fields. To achieve its mission, AASECT 
offers a broad range of professional 
education and training activities.

general information
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general information
lobby level

Want to Become a Great Sex Therapist?

One year Post-Graduate Training Program in Sex Therapy

w Three courses in Sex Therapy w Sexual Attitude Reassessment (SAR)
w 90 hours of coursework w A 10 hour beginner SAR
w 12 hours of additional intensive training w A 10 hour advanced SAR 

w 250 hours of supervised clinical practice w 50 hours of sex therapy supervision

Shirley Jacoby
Training Coordinator  
215-382-6680 x3121

www.CouncilForRelationships.org
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south tower level three

level one
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south tower level four
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For those of you new to the blitz of social media, sites 
such as Twitter, Facebook, Gowall, Foursquare and more 
are often used at professional conferences to engage 
members and potential members not at the event, foster 
conversation and dialogue, and work toward creating an 
online community. AASECT is dedicated to being part of 
such a community and would like to help you figure out 
how you can use social media at SexCon 2011 to get the 
most out of the conference.

  Feel free to share quotes, thoughts, etc. Obviously, you 
can always attribute the presenters. However, please 
keep others’ observations confidential unless they 
state otherwise. This means you can still share the 
questions, quotes, etc., just not who is stating them.
  Many other conference attendees are also using social 
media — feel free to connect with them, set up meet-
ups, network, create connections for use year round.
  You can use both computers and smart phones to 
connect to social media while at SexCon 2011.

TWiTTEr
The AASECT twitter account is @AASECT. You can/

should also use the #AASECT11 hashtag to mark your tweets 
regarding the conference, so people can easily find them.

To reply to another person’s comments, just use the 
@ symbol and his or her user name, like @AASECT or @
Shanna_Katz.

Tweet as frequently as you’d like about the conference, 
workshops, events, etc. Twitter is used to make multiple 
posts in short times from users.

FACEBook
The AASECT Facebook page is searchable as SexCon 

2011. Please “Like” us to stay up-to-date about events, 
time changes, etc.

You can use Facebook to let people know your 
thoughts on the conference, what workshops you’re going 
to, etc. It is suggested that you limit your Facebook posts 
to 6-12 per day, as Facebook is geared more to general 
updates than play-by-play analysis, quotations, etc.

You can also add other conference attendees on 
Facebook, and use it as a way to plan dinners, ask 
questions about others’ practices/education/experiences, 
network with others in your area, etc.

goWAllA/FourSquArE
These are “check in” sites, generally used to let people 

know you are at a certain location, and what you’re doing 
there. Feel free to “check in” at the hotel and announce 
that you’re attending the AASECT SexCon 2011. Usually 
one check in per day and you should be good to go.

questions? need help getting set up? Want to 
get started in Twitter for the conference? 

email shannakatz@gmail.com, add Shanna Katz on 
facebook, or tweet at @Shanna_Katz for assistance.
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exhibitors and Sponsors
adam & eve

Baystate Professional Book Service, Inc.

Biofilm, Inc.

The center for family Life education (cfLe)

council for relationships

fascinations

femcap, Inc.

foundation for the Scientific Study of Sexuality

fun factory uSa, Inc.

g&H Brands, LLc

giantmicrobes, Inc.

good clean Love, Inc.

KeyStone center extended care unit (ecu)

K-y Brand by Johnson & Johnson

middlesex mD

morehouse School of medicine

national coalition for Sexual freedom (ncSf)

oh mi Bod

owen mumford uSa, Inc.

SexSmartfilms.com

Sinclair Institute

Social Signals, LLc

Society for the Scientific Study of Sexuality (SSSS)

Soul Source enterprises, LLc

Thomas Jefferson university

Trigg Laboratories

Trojan vibrations

The Whipple family

Widener university

yourTango experts

Thank you for your contribution!
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